Double throw switch wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of leviton double pole switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram
is a streamlined conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the
elements of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the power and also signal connections
between the gadgets. A wiring diagram generally offers details regarding the loved one position
and setup of tools and also terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the tool.
A pictorial representation would certainly reveal much more information of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic symbols to highlight interconnections over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is frequently used to fix problems as well as to earn sure
that the links have been made which every little thing exists. Assortment of leviton double pole
switch wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a basic graph of the physical connections and
physical format of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals how the electrical cables are
interconnected and also can also reveal where components and also elements might be
attached to the system. Usage wiring diagrams to aid in structure or producing the circuit or
electronic device. They are also valuable for making repair work. Do It Yourself fanatics utilize
circuitry layouts yet they are likewise typical in residence structure and vehicle fixing. For
example, a home building contractor will wish to confirm the physical place of electric outlets
and light fixtures utilizing a wiring diagram to avoid pricey errors as well as constructing code
offenses. A schematic shows the plan as well as feature for an electrical circuit, yet is not
worried about the physical format of the cords. Circuitry diagrams show how the cords are
attached and where they ought to located in the actual tool, as well as the physical links in
between all the components. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or
streamlined forms and also lines to reveal elements. Pictorial representations are often pictures
with tags or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical elements. If a line touching another line
has a black dot, it means the lines are linked. A lot of symbols used on a wiring diagram look
like abstract variations of the actual objects they represent. A button will be a break in the line
with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light button you could flip on and off. A resistor
will certainly be represented with a collection of squiggles symbolizing the limitation of existing
flow. An antenna is a straight line with three little lines branching off at its end, just like a
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double-switch allows you to operate two lights or appliances from the same location. Double
switches, sometimes called "double pole," allow you to separately control the power being sent
to multiple places from the same switch. For example, you might want to turn on a bathroom
light separately from the ceiling fan. To wire a double switch, you'll need to cut the power,
remove the old switch, then feed and connect the wires into the double switch fixture. Though it
is not difficult to wire a double switch, careful attention to safety is crucial to prevent injury.

Note: This article only describes installing the switch itself, not rewiring two conjoined feeds
that need to be separated. If you are trying to separate two lights that use the same wiring, as
opposed to two already separate sources, you will likely need a trained electrician. We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to
people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
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why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of Cut the power to the room you're working in.
Head to your circuit breaker and turn off the flow of electricity in the room you are working.
Usually the correct circuit is labeled, but if it is not you should turn off all the power in order to
be safe. You should still wear gloves and grounded, rubber soled shoes in order to be safe
while working. Use a voltage detector to ensure that there is no power coming to the wall.
Touch the device to the old light switch or any exposed wires to ensure that there is no power
coming to the wall. Some contractors will lump certain rooms together when wiring, meaning
that a nearby bathroom that you thought was turned off could have several wires hooked up to
the bedroom fuse. Simply touch the end of the detector to the light fixture in several places. If
the detector light turns on, then power is still running to the switch. You can never be too
careful when working with electricity. Unscrew the old switch and pull it off the wall. Remove
both screws and set them aside for later. Pull off the fixture gingerly, removing it from the small
switch box embedded in the wall. There should be three or four wires attached to screws on the
switch, though they are usually not labeled. You will need to find out which wire is which
through some simple tests later on. The feed is a hot wire, meaning it is always running with
electricity. This wire sends electricity to the switch, which then controls whether or not to send
electricity to the light, fan, etc. They are often, but not always, red or black, and on the side with
a small metal tab, or fin. There will be two neutral wires connecting to your two appliances, and
each one will correspond to a switch on your double-switch when you are done. They are often,
but not always, white. The grounding wire, which is often green, yellow, or bare copper, and is
attached to a green screw, helps to protect the switch and your house from an electrical short.
Because it was not legally required in all houses for a period of time, some switches may not
have grounding wires. Take a picture of the current fixture for future reference. If you're not an
experienced electrician, take a quick picture of the fixture to determine how the wires are
placed. You could also draw a simple diagram. Note each wire and the location it is attached.
Unscrew and detach all of the wires from the old switch. The wires are held in place by screws,
often called "terminals. To remove the wires, unscrew the screws and pull the wire off of the
body of the screw. If you can keep the wire bent into its current shape it may be easier to attach
later. You should have 3 or 4 exposed wires coming out of the switch box. Carefully note and
separate any conjoined wires. This is likely how two lights or appliances have been run to the
same switch. One of the wires, for example, might be for your fan, and the other for the light.
These two conjoined wires are wrapped or joined at the terminal, and wrapped around the same
screw. They are likely your two feed wires, and will need to be installed on separate terminals
later on. Part 2 of Ensure that none of the wires are touching metal. You're going to need to test
the wires now, and if they are touching the metal switch box or the walls you could cause a
short. Let the wires dangle out into open air. You're going to have to turn the power on to test
which are the feed wires if you're unsure. Turn the power back on to find the feed wire if you
don't already know which one it is. If your wires are not labeled, you'll need to find out which
wire is feeding electricity to your switch. Remember, however, that the hot wire is usually black
or red, where the neutral wires are usually white. To figure out which is which without colors,
turn the power back on at your location. Using a voltage detector, touch the end of each wire.
The only one that will light up is the feed wire, because it is currently hot with electricity. Turn
off the power before marking this wire. Only touch them with your voltage detector and be sure
to wear insulated gloves while working. Determine which side of the switch is for feed wires and
which is for neutral wires. There is a metal, rectangular tab on most double switches that
indicates which side is for feed wires. This is where you need to connect your appliances. The
other side is for the feed wire and gives the switch power. Frequently, the feed wire terminals
screws are black or silver. The neutral side terminals are usually copper. The green screw is for
the grounding wire. Bend the end of the wires into a curve and hook them under the screws.
You want the wire bent in a clockwise direction. This allows it to turn with the screw as you
tighten the screw down. It does not matter which wires you attach first, but it is not a bad idea to
start with the ground wire. Make sure you remember to attach the grounding wire. Screw the

terminals down on the wire so that they do not move. You want the wire to fit snugly under the
terminal so that has a good, solid connection. Tighten each screw down so that the wires
cannot move. Turn the power back on to test the connections. With both switches in the "off"
position, turn the power back on and check each switch individually. They should immediately
power up the attached appliances. Turn the power off again and cover all the terminals with
electrical tape. Wrap a piece of electrical tape around all the terminals, protecting them from
potential shorts. Screw in the new light fixture. With the power still off, place the fixture back on
the wall and screw it in with the provided screws. Turn the power back on and celebrate -- you
have a new double switch. Using a power drill, make holes where you marked and drill the
holes, screwing the light fixture into these holes. Part 3 of Turn the power back off before you
begin troubleshooting. If you are removing the fixture or unscrewing anything, be safe and cut
the power to the area you are working on. Use your voltage detector to make sure that there is
no power in the switch before proceeding. Make sure you check the light bulb and appliance
before continuing, as the problem may not be with the switch. Make sure no exposed wires are
touching the metal switch box. This will short the connection and prevent electricity from
getting to your light. Check the connections of the wires. Most issues are due to a bad or loose
connection. Partially unscrew the feed wire and both neutral wires. Make sure they are hooked
tightly around the screw before tightening them back down. Use a pair of needle-nose pliers to
clamp the ends of the wire around the screw. Make sure there is enough wire exposed to make a
connection with the terminal. If the end of the wire is frayed or nicked up, cut it off, strip another
inch of insulation off, and use this end. You have multiple hot feed wires. This is common with
some older boxes, when you have two single switches hooked up instead of one double switch.
A hot wire red or black comes out of the wall and into one switch, then out of that switch and
into the other one. It may, in some cases, even return to the wall from the second switch. Don't
let this discourage you -- simply attach the hot wire on the new fixture exactly how you found it
on the old wire. This is why there are often two terminal screws on the feed side. Some
electricians will cut the wire covering in the middle, loop the wire in the terminal, and allow the
rest of the wire to continue into the wall. You should do the same thing if you see this is the
case in your old switch. Make sure that you have the feed wire connected to the right side of the
switch. If checking your connections still doesn't work, you should make sure that the feed wire
is in the correct side of the switch. If your switch does not have it labeled, it is the side with the
metal tab, or "fin. If there are two black terminals on the same side, it does not matter which one
you attach the feed to. If you are still struggling reverse the connections or check the manual
included with your new switch. You don't have a ground wire. Many older houses won't have
feed wires, but this is okay. The box is grounded to the house already, meaning you won't need
one. Why do I have to have both switches in the on position for the outside light to work? This
issue can occur if a traveller is mixed up with the line feed; or if only a 2-wire was pulled
between the two switches; or where the feed comes to the light first, and the two switches aren't
linked correctly. Because this level of troubleshooting requires a live circuit to determine what's
what, call a qualified electrician to do this repair. Yes No. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 4. What wires
need to be moved to turn on a light with one switch and a fan with another? Not Helpful 2
Helpful 7. I removed a wall switch that had three wires white, black, and ground. I have installed
another light with a shacked switch, but I cannot get the new light to work. What can I do? It's
possible that the switch you removed was one of the two that controls the non-functioning light.
A switch with three wires could be used for a hall light with a switch at each end. The switch
puts power out to one wire or the other, like a valve for water that goes in two directions. Not
Helpful 1 Helpful 1. How do I wire a double switch if there is only 1 black wire, 1 white wire, and
a ground coming from my fan and light? Connect the one black wire to the bottom dark screw of
the other already wire configured switch. Essentially, 2 black wires are attached to the bottom
dark screw of one switch. It is one black wire from the power source hot wire and a black wire
from the neighboring switch. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 2. Unanswered Questions. How do I increase
the power supply to 63amps? What wires are needed when wiring a double switch? How do I
wire double switch with three terminals one side one on the other? Include your email address
to get a message when this question is answered. Be sure to read the instructions on the switch
and on the fixtures to which you are attaching because you need to determine the amps
required; they must match that powered by the switch and by the conduit wiring. Helpful 0 Not
Helpful 0. Mark the wires with masking tape once you know what they do so that you don't get
confused later. Place a piece of electrical tape across the circuit breaker once you have it turned
off in order to warn others not to switch the breaker on. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are
carefully reviewed before being published. If you feel at all uncomfortable working with
electricity, call an electrician. Helpful 8 Not Helpful 3. Helpful 10 Not Helpful 7. If you discover
your wiring is aluminum, stop work immediately and contact a wiring professional. Helpful 8 Not

Helpful 8. Anticipate emergencies and have a first aid and emergency response kit on hand,
even if you think you can handle things. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 2. Related wikiHows How to. How
to. More References 3. Co-authors: 8. Updated: March 29, Categories: Cabling and Wiring
Connection. Bahasa Indonesia: Memasang Sakelar Ganda. Thanks to all authors for creating a
page that has been read , times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles
How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy.
Follow Us. Keep up with tech in just 5 minutes a week! Sign Up Now. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! Look at the figure 1. They are mechanically coupled to control
different circuits at the same time. Here pole indicates individual input circuit and throw
indicates the output circuit. Double Pole Double Throw toggle has 2 input terminals and 4
output terminals. Look at picture 1. The input supply always is given to the common terminal C
and E only. Terminal A, B, D, and F are the output terminal and which will be connected to the
outside circuit individually. As default C will be connected with the terminal B and E will be
connected with the terminal F. The input terminal B and E are connected to the lighting and
sound circuit. There are two pictures, one is switch is in normal â€”UP ward position and
another one is switched downward position with reference to fig 1. During Normal â€” Upward
position, the lighting input terminal C is connected to the output terminal B, hence the current
flows from lighting circuit to the LED lamp and it starts glowing. At the same time, another input
E is connected to the sound circuit and whose output F is connected to the speaker and it starts
working. During the downward position, the lighting input terminal C will be connected to the
output terminal A and the current flows from lighting circuit to lamps and it starts glowing. At
the same time, the sound circuit input E will be connected to D, hence the buzzer starts
working. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Switch
Practical Electrical Starters. Fig 1. What is cable gland? Please enter your comment! Please
enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! The interlock ensures both
switches cannot be closed at the same time, preventing them from being operated in parallel.
Additionally, double-throw safety switches are available in general duty and heavy duty as well
as quick-connect options. The eveolution of safety switch technology and a growing emphasis
on personnel protection. Switches and disconnects Double throw safety switches. Overview
Models Resources. How to buy Locate a distributor Contact us for custom products. Back to
search. Serial Number Verified :. Authenticated: The product is verified as being authentic;
however, this does not guarantee the condition or fit for purpose of the product. Double throw
safety switches. Contact me about this product. Check out the fundamentals of safety switches
and disconnects. Voltage Class. Current Ratings. Fusible and non-fusible, cost-saving stacked
design AA fusible. View design guide layouts, technical data and application information
Download guide spec 26 28 16 13 Learn more about power system design basics. Advancing
personnel and equipment protection with safety switches The eveolution of safety switch
technology and a growing emphasis on personnel protection. Read white paper. Learn more.
You might also be interested in. Eaton auxiliary power switch. Eaton double door single-throw
fused safety switch. Eaton elevator control switch. Download Links. More connections than ever
before. This document reviews the features and benefits of alternate lugs for heavy-duty safety
switches. Switching device family line card. This document contains an overview of the
switching device product offering. Switching devices flex center brochure. This document
reviews Eaton's Flex Center capability to provide truly custom solutions for safety switches,
enclosed circuit breakers and rotary disconnects. Switching devices catalog. This catalog
contains product details and ordering information for switching devices. Design guides. Safety
switches design guide. This design guide provides dimensions, layout examples, technical
specifications and application information for low-voltage safety switches. Switching devices
flex center infographic. Technical data sheets. Fine stranded wire guidelines for safety
switches. This instruction leaflet is presented to guide the installer when utilizing Eaton
switches with fine stranded wire. Safety switch renewal parts guide. This renewal parts guide
reviews Eaton's general duty and heavy-duty safety switch renewal part availability. How to buy
from Eaton. Locate a distributor. Contact us for custom products. We provide sustainable
solutions that help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical
power â€” more safely, more efficiently, and more reliably. Quick links. Let's talk big ideas View
all social media. Double Pole Double Throw Switch Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a
simplified up to standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal contacts amid the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives counsel not quite the relative tilt and accord of devices
and terminals upon the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram

would accomplishment more detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to play up interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram
is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create distinct that every the links have been
made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams piece of legislation the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use enjoyable
symbols for wiring devices, usually every other from those used on schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not isolated con where something is to be installed, but also what type of
device is visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling spacious has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent
spacious has out of the ordinary symbol. Each type of switch has a stand-in story and in view of
that do the various outlets. There are symbols that fake the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to implement link of the residence to the public electrical supply system.
Wiring diagrams will also tally up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or further special
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